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search. 1974 - 1976 selective service draft results. Revised June 2018.
The Vietnam draft ended by June of 1973, but for the next three years
the lotteries continued. In some cases potential draftees were called for
physicals, but more frequently were classified as 1-H and never reported
for duty.
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21/3/1974 · Those men who received numbers 1 through 95—about
500,000 of the approximately 2 million men born in 1955—will be
reclassified 1?A by their local draft boards. None of those reclassified ...
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14/4/2011 · The highest number called was 95. lottery_1974.txt, lottery
numbers to be used for the draft in 1974, for men born in 1954. The
highest number called was 95. lottery_1975.txt, lottery numbers to be
used for the draft in 1975, for
(The draft ended on July 1, 1973). This lottery determined the order in
which men born in 1953 were called to report for induction into the
military. February 2, 1972 Draft Lottery Source: Selective Service
System U.S. Induction Statistics Number of men who entered military
service through the Selective Service System during major U.S. 20th
Century conflicts: CONFLICT / YEARS NUMBER OF …
The remaining variables give the draft lottery numbers assigned to the
birthdays: N69 gives the results of the lottery held on December 1,
1969, for men born from 1944 through 1950. The highest lottery
number called for this group was 195; all men assigned that lottery
number or any lower number, and who were classified as available for

military service, were called to report for possible induction.
13/3/1975 · No. 95 went to Feb. 4 and No. 96 to June 16. The numbers
were drawn at random by students simultaneously picking a red capsule
from one plastic drum and a …
2/4/2020 · Administrative processing number (APN) denotes the highest
lottery numbers called for each table year. The APN (highest number)
called for a physical was 215 for tables 1970 through 1976. THE
VIETNAM LOTTERIES. Table 1970 Date of Drawing December 1,
1969 Applied to Year of Birth 1944-1950 Administrative Processing
Number 195
PAVN assaults on Nui Ba Den continued throughout December 1974,
but the RF Company held on. RVNAF efforts to resupply the troops on
Nui Ba Den were largely unsuccessful. Helicopters were driven off by
heavy fire, and fighter-bombers were forced to excessive altitudes by …
10/9/2020 · But still, the perception existed that with money and
connections, someone could avoid serving. So in an effort to make the
draft more fair (or appear fair), a lottery was put in place. It was
seriously a draft lottery. Draft age men were assigned a number between
1 and 366, depending on their birthday. The lowest numbers were called
first.
Draft age men were assigned a number between 1 and 366, depending
on their birthday. The lowest numbers were called first. This was all
entirely at random.
14/8/2020 · Of those, 210,000 were charged formally with violating the
draft, but only 3,250 were jailed. Of course, this was in the pre-

computer and internet era; now, it's not quite so easy to be a fugitive ...
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The U.S. held its first draft lottery on Dec. 1, 1969, giving young men a
random number tied to their birthdays. Lower numbers were called first.
Vietnam War Draft Lottery - Would your number have ...
Analyzing vital records of California and Pennsylvania, Hearst,
Newman, and Hulley earmarked all death certificates (from 1974 to
1983) of men born in years that made them eligible for the draft
lotteries. 3 Finding roughly 14,000 men with such records, they then
looked within those records to see whether birth dates assigned lottery
numbers that were called for induction appeared with greater frequency.
PAVN assaults on Nui Ba Den continued throughout December 1974,
but the RF Company held on. RVNAF efforts to resupply the troops on
Nui Ba Den were largely unsuccessful. Helicopters were driven off by
heavy fire, and fighter-bombers were forced to excessive altitudes by …
The draft was abolished in 1973. However, men of draft age are still
required to register under the Military Selective Service Act. On
December 1, 1969, the first draft lottery since 1942 was held, at
Selective Service National headquarters in Washington, D.C.
27/1/2012 · In March 1973, 1974 and 1975, the Selective Service
assigned draft priority numbers for all men born in 1954, 1955 and

1956, in case the draft was extended — but it never was.
10/9/2020 · But still, the perception existed that with money and
connections, someone could avoid serving. So in an effort to make the
draft more fair (or appear fair), a lottery was put in place. It was
seriously a draft lottery. Draft age men were assigned a number between
1 and 366, depending on their birthday. The lowest numbers were called
first.
The draft numbers issued in 1972 were never used to call for induction
into service, because the last call was December 7 and authority to
induct expired June 30, 1973. The 1972 to 1975 lottery numbers were
used to call some men born 1953 to 1956 for physical exams and the
highest number called for a physical was 215 (for tables 1970 through
1976).
First Military Draft Lottery December 1, 1969 Congressman Alexander
Pirnie (R-NY) reaches into a container of draft numbers as Selective
Service Director Lieutenant General Lewis Blaine Hershey (left),
Deputy Director Colonel Daniel O. Omer (right), and others look on at
the Selective Service headquarters, December 1, 1969.
lottery numbers that exempted them from the draft. The impact of draft
eligibility on the earn-ings profiles is striking. There appears to be no
difference in earnings until the year of conscription risk in the draft
lottery. Subse-quently, the earnings of draft-eligible white …
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The draft was abolished in 1973. However, men of draft age are still
required to register under the Military Selective Service Act. On
December 1, 1969, the first draft lottery since 1942 was held, at
Selective Service National headquarters in Washington, D.C.
25/7/2013 · In response to criticism of the draft’s inequities, on
December 1, 1969, the Selective Service System conducted two lottery
drawings – the first draft lottery since 1942, at its headquarter in
Washington to determine the order in which men of draft-eligible age
(born 1944 to 1950) were called to report for possible induction into the
military in 1970.
lottery numbers that exempted them from the draft. The impact of draft
eligibility on the earn-ings profiles is striking. There appears to be no
difference in earnings until the year of conscription risk in the draft
lottery. Subse-quently, the earnings of draft-eligible white …
1/12/2019 · On December 1st, 1969, America's first military draft
lottery since World War II was held. With the war in Vietnam as a
backdrop – and the futures …
Vietnam Draft Lottery Fate of a Lifetime. selective service
classifications ... Class I-A : Available for military service. Class I- A-O
Conscientious objector available for noncombatant military service
only. Class I –C Member for the Armed Forcesof the United States, the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, or the ...
Further results of the 1970 draft lottery 1969 lottery numbers for 19
year old men were called at a rate of 30 per month during the first half

of 1970. For example, a man with a #131 was ordered to report for his
Physical Exam in February 1970 and classified 1-A, then ordered to
report for Induction into the US Army …
2/12/2019 · In each lottery, dates—representing the birthday of drafteligible men—were randomly paired with the numbers 1 to 365 (or 366
for lotteries covering a leap year).
Although this year's lottery assigned numbers for all those between 19
and 26, yesterday's applied only to those turning 19 this year. Those
assigned numbers in the lottery do not become draft ...
4/5/2012 · The draft in the Viet Nam era was a lottery, with low
numbers being called first. Young men registered with Selective Service
(as they do today) and were given draft cards with their number on it.
High number, less likely to be drafted. Also, when protesting the war,
many young men burned their draft …
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